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GRAPHIC IMAGING (Specific to MTC Contest) 

SUBLIMATION 

PURPOSE 

To evaluate each contestant’s preparation for employment and to recognize outstanding students for excellence 

and professionalism as a sublimation technician in the field of graphic imaging. 

CLOTHING REQUIREMENTS (Not Required for MTC Event) 

For men: Official SkillsUSA white polo shirt with black slacks, black socks and black leather shoes.  For 

women: Official SkillsUSA white polo shirt with black dress slacks or skirt, black socks or black or clear 

seamless hose and black leather shoes.  To purchase the polo shirt contact Midwest Trophy Manufacturing Co. 

Inc. by calling 1-800-324-5996 or order online at www.mtmrecognition.com/skillsusa/. 

ELGIBILITY 

Open to active SkillsUSA members enrolled in programs with graphic communications as the occupational 

objective. 

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS 

The graphic imaging sublimation technical committee will supply all equipment and materials. Contestants are 

not required to furnish any materials or tools. 

All competitors must create a one page résumé using a word processor and have it available to give to the oral 

interview judge. 

SCOPE OF THE CONTEST 

The contest assesses knowledge and skills used by industries in the field of graphic imaging sublimation 

technology production processes. 

KNOWLEDGE PERFORMANCE 

The knowledge contest will include a written exam assessing the general knowledge of graphic imaging 

sublimation technology processes. Written portions may be included during the skills portion of the contest.  

Knowledge of terms and principles used in graphic imaging sublimation processes will be required for the skill 

demonstration portion of the performance test. 

SKILLS PERFORMANCE 

The skills performance test will include a demonstration of individual skills in producing graphic imaging 

sublimation products using equipment and technologies meeting graphic imaging sublimation industry 

standards. Some of the procedures to be demonstrated, but not limited to printing on the following objects or 

materials: mugs, mouse pads, metal, glass, ceramic tiles, hardboard, polyester knit cloth, slate, fiber reinforced 

plastic, and pellons.   A quality assessment will be performed on the product of each completed graphic imaging 

sublimation procedure. 

http://www.mtmrecognition.com/skillsusa/
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(MTC) Contest Guidelines: 

1. The competition will assess student participants’ knowledge and skills of graphic imaging sublimation at the

testing stations listed below:

1) Set up a digital file & print a transfer sheet to sublimate a four color image on a polyester 

mouse pad. 
2) Make a transfer onto 3 different mousepads, 2 coozies, & 1 coffee mug.  
3) Take a written technical knowledge test    

2. For equipment specifications, check www.skillsusa.org/compete/updates.shtml.

3. As soon as the contestants have completed an assigned job and have fulfilled all the requirements presented

at the testing station, they should notify the judge. The scorekeeper and judge will gather the contestant’s

product or worksheet for evaluation and scoring.

Standards and Competencies 

GIS 3.0 — Print on a mouse pads, Coozie Set (2) & Coffee Mug. 

3.1 Preheat transfer press to 400 degrees @ 60 units on Mousepads & Coozie Sets. 385 degress @ 190 units 

on Cylindrical Platen Mug Press (will already have been heated up prior to start). 

3.2 Set up art for preprint operation. 

3.2.1 Using Adobe Illustrator, open the template “Skills_775x925_Mousepad_Templ.ait” . 

3.2.2 Position the logo elements plus the background images correctly on the sheet as per the proof 

provided. 

3.2.3 Make an Illustrator clipping mask for the photo from the rectangle template to eliminate excessive 

image out past the area needed for the mousepad. 

3.2.4 Save your image as an Illustrator.eps with contestant # on the file (Ie. Skills18_Mousepad_#1.eps). 

3.2.5 Print your image to the Ricoh Afficio 3110 Printer as per the printing spec sheet provided.   Be sure 

your output is reversed on final print for proper image orientation transfer. 

3.2.6 Record your print settings in the blanks provided on the final output. 

3.2.7 Take your print to the heat press for transfer. 

3.3 Transfer the print to a mouse pads, coozie sets & Coffee Mug. 

3.3.1 Monitor the transfer press temperature.  (400 degrees F Mousepads & Coozies, 385 F on Coffee Mug) .
3.3.2 Use heat transfer spray (or tape) to attach the item to the transfer sheet. 
3.3.3 Put the mouse pad/coozies/mugs and the transfer on the press, transfer on top face down. 

3.3.4 Put Teflon sheet on top of the transfer. 

3.3.5 Press the handle and transfer with pressure until the handle locks down. 

3.3.6 Remove the transfer immediately after alarm sounds by opening the press and swinging top element 

away from you.  Keep the transfer sheet for evaluation (turn in all elements at end of the time period). 3.3.7 

Place finished items on counter and let it cool. 

3.4 Evaluate image quality of finished products. 

3.4.1 Using the proof and finished sample as a reference, make corrections on your print output to yield the 

proper color results on the finished mousepad as related to resolution, definition and color satisfaction. 

If your image is not correct in your estimation, reprint the digital file if necessary. 

3.4.2 Reprint your original Illustrator file making adjustments to the printer output settings as per the spec 

sheet provided.  Write down your revised print settings in the spaces provided after printing. 

3.4.3 Return to the heat press and repeat all steps in section 3.3 & 3.4.1.  You may print a total of three 

mouse pads to obtain the desired image quality of the proof & finished sample.  
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3.5 Turn in all of your transfer sheets and finished mouse pads to the evaluator when you are complete or 

at the end of the allotted time. 

3.6 Equipment clean up and work station housekeeping. 

GIS 12.0 — Take a written technical knowledge test. 

12.1 Match various types of sublimation printing equipment to their function. 

12.2 Measure an image with a ruler, and find the vertical center line of the image. 

12.3 Achieve a score of 70 percent or greater on the written exam.

Committee Identified Academic Skills 

The technical committee has identified that the following academic skills are embedded 

in this performance test. 

Math Skills 

-Read a ruler (inch system, metric system, point/pica system)

-Use fractions to solve practical problems.

-Use percentages multiplied times formula for inks mixing.

-Simplify numerical expressions.

-Solve practical problems involving percentages.

-Solve single variable algebraic expressions.

-Calculations for image preparation. (calculate proportional scaling solutions of two designs.

from artwork to garment, demonstrate ability to square and center an image during graphic imaging sublimation

process)

Science Skills 

- [Understand the vaporization/sublimation transfer process of specific ink colors due to heat and pressure]

. Sublimation (phase transition), the change from solid to gas without passing through the liquid 
phase  

Language Arts Skills 

-Provide information in conversations and in group discussions.

-Provide information in oral presentations.

-Demonstrate use of nonverbal communication skills: eye contact, posture and gestures using interviewing

techniques to gain information.

-Demonstrate knowledge of appropriate reference materials.

Connections to National Standards 

State-level academic curriculum specialists identified the following connections to national academic standards. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sublimation_(phase_transition)
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Math Standards 

-Geometry

-Measurement

-Problem Solving

-Communication

-Connections

-Representation

Source: NCTM Principles and Standards for School Mathematics. To view high school standards, visit:

standards.nctm.org/document/chapter7/index.htm. Select “Standards” from menu.

Science Standards 

-Understands the structure and properties of matter

-Understands the sources and properties of energy

-Understands forces and motion

-Understands the nature of scientific inquiry Source: McREL compendium of national science standards. To

view and search the compendium, visit: www.mcrel.org/standards-benchmarks/.

Language Arts Standards 

-Students read a wide range of print and no-print texts to build an understanding of texts, of themselves, and of

the cultures of the United States and the world; to acquire new information; to respond to the needs and

demands of society and the workplace; and for personal fulfillment.

Among these texts are fiction and nonfiction, classic and contemporary works

-Students apply a wide range of strategies to comprehend, interpret, evaluate and appreciate texts. They draw on

their prior experience, their interactions with other readers and writers, their knowledge of word meaning and of

other texts, their word identification strategies and their

understanding of textual features (e.g., sound-letter correspondence, sentence structure, context, and graphics)

-Students adjust their use of spoken, written and visual language (e.g., conventions, style, vocabulary) to

communicate effectively with varied audiences and for different purposes.

-Students use a variety of technological and information resources (e.g., libraries, databases, computer networks

and video) to gather and synthesize information and to create and communicate knowledge

-Students use spoken, written and visual language to accomplish their own purposes. (e.g., for learning,

enjoyment, persuasion and the exchange of information) Source: IRA/NCTE Standards for the English

Language Arts. To view the standards, visit: www.readwritethink.org/standards/index.html.

http://www.mcrel.org/standards-benchmarks/
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